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Mapping our universe in 3D by imaging the redshifted 21 cm line from neutral hydrogen has the
potential to overtake the cosmic microwave background as our most powerful cosmological probe,
because it can map a much larger volume of our Universe, shedding new light on the epoch of
reionization, inflation, dark matter, dark energy, and neutrino masses. We report on MITEoR, a
pathfinder low-frequency radio interferometer whose goal is to test technologies that greatly reduce
the cost of such 3D mapping for a given sensitivity. MITEoR accomplishes this by using massive
baseline redundancy both to enable automated precision calibration and to cut the correlator cost
scaling from N2 to N logN , where N is the number of antennas. The success of MITEoR with
its 64 dual-polarization elements bodes well for the more ambitious HERA project, which would
incorporate many identical or similar technologies using an order of magnitude more antennas, each
with dramatically larger collecting area.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mapping neutral hydrogen throughout our Universe
via its redshifted 21 cm line offers a unique opportunity
to probe the cosmic “dark ages” and the formation of the
first luminous objects. Moreover, because it can map a
much larger volume of our Universe (Figure 1), it has the
potential to overtake the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) as our most sensitive cosmological probe of the
epoch of reionization, inflation, dark matter, dark energy,
and neutrino masses. For example, a square kilometer ra-
dio array with maximal sky coverage could improve the
sensitivity to spatial curvature and neutrino masses by
up to two orders of magnitude, to ∆Ωk ≈ 0.0002 and
∆mν ≈ 0.007 eV, and shed new light on the early uni-
verse by a 4σ detection of the spectral index running
predicted by the simplest inflation models [1].
A first challenge is that the cosmological 21cm signal
is so faint that none of the currently competing experi-
ments around the world (LOFAR [2], MWA [3], PAPER
[4], 21CMA [5], GMRT [6]) have yet detected it, although
∗To be published in proceedings of 2013 IEEE International Sym-
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increasingly stringent upper limits have recently been
placed [7–9]. A second challenge is that foreground con-
tamination from our galaxy and extragalactic sources is
perhaps four orders of magnitude larger than the cos-
mological hydrogen signal [10] and must be accurately
cleaned out from the data, which requires even greater
sensitivity as well more accurate calibration and beam
modeling than the current state-of-the-art in radio as-
tronomy (see [11, 12] for reviews).
Large sensitivity requires large collecting area, which
unfortunately requires a large budget. Since steerable
single dish radio telescopes become prohibitively expen-
sive beyond a certain point, the above-mentioned current
experiments have all opted for interferometry, combining
a large number N of independent antenna elements which
are (except for GMRT) individually more affordable. For
example, the MWA experiment has builtN = 128 “tiles”,
each consisting of 16 dipole-like antennas that cost less
than $100 apiece—including the low-noise amplifiers.
The LOFAR, MWA, PAPER, 21CMA and GMRT ex-
periments currently have comparable N . The challenge
is that all of these experiments use standard hardware
cross-correlators whose cost grows quadratically with N ,
since they need to correlate all N(N−1)/2 ∼ N2/2 pairs
of antenna elements. This cost is reasonable for the cur-
rent scale N ∼ 102, but will completely dominate the
cost for N ∼> 103, making precision cosmology arrays
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FIG. 1: 21 cm tomography can potentially map most of
our observable universe (light blue/grey), whereas the CMB
probes mainly a thin shell at z ≈ 1100 and current large-
scale structure maps (here exemplified by the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey and its luminous red galaxies) map only small
volumes near the center. Half of the comoving volume lies
at z > 29. Even the convenient 7 ∼< z ∼< 9 region (dark
blue/grey) can eclipse the CMB in cosmological precision [1],
probing the nature of neutrinos, dark energy, dark matter,
reionization and early universe.
with N ∼ 106 as discussed in [1] completely unfeasible.
For the particular application of 21 cm cosmology,
however, designs with better cost scaling are possible, as
we described in [13]: by arranging the antennas in a com-
pact rectangular grid and performing the correlations us-
ing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), thereby cutting the
cost scaling to N logN .1 Moreover, some of us recently
showed [19] that the class of antenna layouts allowing
cheap correlators (with cost scaling like N logN correla-
tors) is encouragingly large, including not only previously
discussed rectangular grids but also arbitrary hierarchies
of such grids, with arbitrary rotations and shears at each
level (as in Figure 2): all correlations for such a 2D array
with an n-level hierarchy can be efficiently computed via
1 This basic idea traces to the early days of radio astronomy .
Initially the Fourier transforms were done by analog means and
usually in only one dimension (e.g., using a so-called Butler ma-
trix [14]), severely limiting the number of antennas that could
be used. For example, the 45 MHz interferometer in [15] used
six elements. A Japanese group worked on an analog 8× 8 FFT
Telescope about 15 years ago for studying transient radio sources
[16, 17], and then upgraded it to digital signal processing aiming
for a 16×16 array with a field of view just under 1◦. Electronics
from this effort is also used in the 1-dimensional 8-element Nasu
Interferometer [18].
FIG. 2: A hierarchical grid omniscope correlator allows much
more general antenna layouts as well. The figure shows an
example of a 3-level hierarchy of antennas, with 5× 3 blocks
arranged in 3×3 blocks that are in turn placed in a 3×3 block.
Note that the blocks at each level can be non-square (like at
level 1), sheared (like at level 2) and rotated (like at level 3),
in any combination. It was shown in [19] that this particular
array can be efficiently correlated with a 6-dimensional FFT.
a Fast Fourier Transform in not 2 but 2n dimensions.
This is particularly attractive for science applications
requiring exquisite sensitivity at vastly different angular
scales, such as 21cm cosmology (where short baselines
are needed to probe the cosmological signal2 and long
baselines are needed for point source removal). Such hi-
erarchical grids thus combine the angular resolution ad-
vantage of traditional array layouts with the cost advan-
tage of a rectangular Fast Fourier Transform Telescope.
Since individual antennas are digitized separately rather
than grouped into tiles, N independent sky beams are
2 It has been shown that the 21cm signal-to-noise (S/N) per reso-
lution element in the uv-plane (Fourier plane) is  1 for all cur-
rent 21cm cosmology experiments, and that their cosmological
sensitivity therefore improves by moving their antennas closer
together to focus on the center of the uv-plane and bringing
its S/N closer to unity [1, 20]. Error bars on the cosmological
power spectrum have contributions from both noise and sam-
ple variance, and it is well-known that the total error bars on a
given physical scale (for a fixed experimental cost) are minimized
when both contributions are comparable, which happens when
the S/N ∼ 1 on that scale. This is why more compact 21cm
experiments have been advocated. This is also why early subor-
bital CMB experiments focused on small patches of sky to get
S/N∼ 1 per pixel, and why galaxy redshift surveys target objects
like luminous red galaxies that give S/N∼ 1 per 3D voxel.
3imaged simultaneously, thus improving all-sky sensitiv-
ity by imaging almost half the sky at any one time as
long as the antenna elements have very broad primary
beams. In contrast, the MWA and 21CMA tiles form
only one beam at a time, and the LOFAR tiles initially
form only four. If the antennas have a broad spectral
response as well and their signals are digitized with high
bandwidth, the cosmological neutral hydrogen gets si-
multaneously imaged in a vast 3D volume covering both
much of the sky and also a vast range of distances (cor-
responding to different redshifts, i.e., different observed
frequencies.) We will refer to such a low-cost array that
is effectively omnidirectional and omnichromatic as an
omniscope.
A second advantage of such hierarchical grid arrays
is that they have massive numbers of redundant base-
lines, which can be used to improve calibration. Build-
ing on past redundant baseline calibration methods by
Wieringa [21] and others, we recently developed an algo-
rithm which is both automatic and statistically unbiased,
able to produce precision phase and gain calibration for
all antennas in a hierarchical grid without making any as-
sumptions about the sky signal [22]. Similar algorithms
have been implemented and tested in [9, 23]. Once ob-
tained, precision calibration solutions can in turn pro-
duce more accurate modeling of the synthesized and pri-
mary beams3 [24], which has been shown to improve the
quality of the foreground modeling and removal which is
so crucial to 21 cm cosmology.
II. THE MITEOR EXPERIMENT
Niels Bohr allegedly said: “In theory, theory and prac-
tice are the same. In practice, they’re not.” It is therefore
timely to develop a pathfinder instrument that tests the
omniscope approach to 3D hydrogen mapping and as-
sesses how well it works in practice. The MIT Epoch-of-
Reionization experiment (MITEoR) is such a pathfinder
instrument, designed to test this approach and assess how
well it works in practice. The goal of this paper is to de-
scribe MITEoR and provide a brief progress report.
A. System overview
Our architecture for a very large omniscope is shown
in Figure 3. The fact that spatial correlations of an-
tennas on a hierarchical grid can be performed by mul-
tidimensional FFTs is simply a mathematical theorem,
and needs no experimental confirmation. On the other
3 For tile-based interferometers like the MWA and 21CMA, gain
and phase errors in individual antennas do not get regularly cal-
ibrated, adding a fundamental uncertainty to the tile sky re-
sponse.
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FIG. 3: Data flow in a very large omniscope. A hierarchi-
cal grid of dual-polarization antennas converts the sky sig-
nal into volts, which get amplified and filtered by the analog
chain, transported to a central location, and converted into
bits every few nanoseconds. These high-volume digital signals
(thick lines) get processed by field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) which perform a temporal Fourier transform (using
polyphase filter banks). The FPGAs (or GPUs) then multi-
ply by complex-valued calibration coefficients that depend on
antenna, polarization and frequency, then spatially Fourier
transform, square and accumulate the results, recording in-
tegrated sky snapshots every few seconds and thus reducing
the data rate by a factor ∼ 109. They also cross-correlate
a small fraction of all antenna pairs, allowing the redundant
baseline calibration software [22, 23] to update the calibration
coefficients in real time. Finally, software running on regular
computers combine all snapshots of sufficient quality into a
3D sky ball representing the sky brightness as a function of
angle and frequency in Stokes (I,Q,U,V) [19], and subsequent
software deals with foregrounds and measures power spectra
and other cosmological observables.
hand, it is crucial for our MITEoR prototype to demon-
strate that automatic precision calibration is possible us-
ing redundant baselines, since the calibration coefficients
mentioned in the figure caption must be updated fre-
quently to allow the FFTs to combine the signals from
the different antennas without introducing errors. Be-
cause our digital hardware is powerful enough to allow
it, our MITEoR prototype correlates all 128 input chan-
nels with one another, rather than just a small sample
as mentioned in the caption. This provides additional
4FIG. 4: System diagram of our analog system.
cross-checks that greatly aid technological development,
where instrumentation may be particularly prone to sys-
tematics. In general, our mission is to empirically ex-
plore any challenges that are unique to a massively re-
dundant interferometer array. Once these are known,
one can rather trivially reconfigure the cross-correlation
hardware to perform spatial FFTs, thereby obtaining an
omniscope with N logN correlator efficiency.
B. The Analog System
MITEoR contains 64 dual-polarization antennas, giv-
ing 128 signal channels in total. The analog processing
chain we designed consists of line-drivers, receivers and
swappers, as shown in Figure 4. The signal picked up by
the antennas is first amplified by two orders of magnitude
by the low noise amplifiers (LNAs) built-in to the anten-
nas. It is then phase switched in the swapper system,
which greatly reduces cross-talk downstream. Following
this, the signal is amplified again by about five orders
of magnitude in our line-drivers before being sent over
50 meter RG6 cables to the receivers. The receivers per-
form IQ demodulation on a desired 50 MHz band selected
between 100 MHz and 200 MHz, producing two channels
with adjacent 25 MHz bands, and sends the resulting sig-
nals into our digitization boards containing 256 analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs) sampling at 50 MHz.
When designing the components of this system, we
chose to use commercially-purchased integrated circuits
and filters when available, to allow us to focus on system
design and construction. In some cases (such as with
the amplifiers) the cost of the IC is less than the cost
of enough discrete transistors to implement even a rough
approximation of the same functionality. Less expensive
filters could be made from discrete components, but the
characteristics of purchased modules tend to be better
due to custom inductors and shielding. When we needed
to produce our own boards as described below, our ap-
proach was to design, populate and test them in our lab-
oratory, then have them affordably mass-produced for us
by Burns Industries4.
4 http://www.burnsindustriesinc.com
1. Antennas
The dual-polarization antennas used in MITEoR were
originally developed for the Murchison Widefield Array
[3], and consist of two “bow-tie”-shaped arms as can be
seen in Figure 7. The MWA antenna is inexpensive and
the band of interest is identical, so reuse of the design
is appropriate. The MWA antenna was designed for a
frequency range of 80-300 MHz, and has a built-in low
noise amplifier with 20 dB of gain. The noise figure of
the amplifier is 0.2 dB, and the 20 dB of gain means that
following gain stages do not contribute significantly to
the noise figure.
2. Swappers (phase switches)
As for many other interferometers, crosstalk within the
receivers, ADCs, and cabling significantly affect signal
quality. We observe the cross-talk to depend strongly on
the physical proximity of channel pairs, reaching as high
as about −40dB between nearest neighbor channels. Our
swapper system is designed to cancel out crosstalk dur-
ing the correlator’s time averaging by selectively invert-
ing analog signals using Walsh modulation. The chan-
nel from each antenna-polarization is inverted 50% of
the time according to a Walsh function, by an analog
ZMAS-1 phase switch from Mini-Circuits located before
the second amplification stage (line-driver), then appro-
priately re-inverted after digitization. This eliminates
all crosstalk to first order. If cross-talk reduction were
the only concern, the ideal position for the analog signal
would be immediately after the antenna, in order to can-
cel as much crosstalk as possible. In practice, the swap-
per introduces a loss of about 3 dB, so we perform the
modulation after the LNA to avoid adding noise (raising
the system temperature). We have demonstrated that
the swapper system attenuates crosstalk in our ADC by
of order 40dB over the frequency band of interest, re-
ducing it to being of order −80dB for the most afflicted
signal pairs.
3. Line-driver
Line-drivers (Figure 5) amplify a single antenna’s sig-
nal from one of its two polarization channels while pow-
ering its LNA. Line-drivers only handle a single channel
to reduce potential crosstalk from sharing a printed cir-
cuit board. They are placed near the antenna in order
to reduce resistive losses from powering the antenna at
low voltage. Additional gain early in the analog chain
helps the signal overpower any noise picked up along the
way to the processing hub, and maintains the low noise
figure set up by the LNA. To further reduce potential
radio-frequency interference (RFI), we chose to power the
line-drivers with 58Ah 6V sealed lead acid rechargeable
batteries during our final 64-antenna deployment, rather
than 120VAC to 6VDC adapters (whose unwanted RF-
emission may have caused occasional saturation problems
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FIG. 5: The line driver that we have designed takes the
signal in the 50 Ohm coaxial cable from the antenna LNA and
amplifies it by 51 dB, in order to overpower noise picked up in
the subsequent 75 Ohm coaxial cable and further processing
steps up to 50 meters away. It operates on 5V DC and also
provides DC bias power to the antenna’s LNA through the 50
Ohm cable.
during our earlier tests).
4. Receiver
Our receivers take input from the line-drivers, band-
pass filter the incoming signals, amplify their power level
by 23 dB, and IQ-demodulate them. The resulting sig-
nals go directly to an ADC for digitization. Receivers are
placed near the ADCs to which they are connected to re-
duce cabling for LO distribution and ADC connection.
IQ demodulation is used, which doubles received band-
width for a given ADC frequency at the cost of using two
ADC channels, and has the advantage of requiring only a
single local oscillator (LO) and low speed ADCs. The re-
sult is 40 MHz of usable bandwidth anywhere in the range
110-190 MHz, with a 2-3 MHz gap centered around the
LO frequency. The received boards have five pins allow-
ing their signals to be attenuated by any amount between
0 dB and 31 dB (in steps of 1 dB) before the second am-
plification stage, to avoid saturation and attain signal
levels optimal for digitization.
C. The digital system
We designed MITEoR’s digital system to be highly
compact and portable, with the entire system occupy-
ing 3 shock-mounted equipment racks on wheels, each
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FIG. 6: The receiver boards that we have designed take the
signals arriving from four line drivers, band-pass filter and
amplify them, then frequency shifts them from the band of
interest to a DC-centered signal suitable for ADC input.
measuring about 5 ft by 5 ft by 3 ft. It takes in data from
256 ADC channels, Fourier transforms the data into the
frequency domain, reconstructs IQ demodulated chan-
nels back to 128 corresponding antenna channels, com-
putes the cross-correlations of all pairs of the 128 antenna
channels with 8 bit precision (rather than 4 bits seen in
most correlators of similar specifications), and then time-
averages these cross-correlations. The digital hardware
is capable of processing an instantaneous bandwidth of
12.5 MHz with frequency bin size 5 kHz, and the time in-
terval for averaging and subsequent output to our data
server is usually configured to be either 2.6 or 5.3 seconds.
1. F-X design scheme
We adopted the popular F-X scheme in MITEoR’s dig-
ital system. We have 4 synchronized F-engines that take
in data from 4 synchronized 64 channel ADC boards,
which run at 14 bits and 50Ms/s. The F-engines per-
form the FFT and IQ reconstruction, and distribute the
data onto 4 X-engines through 16 10GbE cables. The 4
asynchronous X-engines then perform full correlation on
4 different frequency bands on all 128 channels, and send
the time averaged results to a computer for data storage.
To implement the computational steps of the MITEoR
design, we used Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FP-
GAs). These devices can be programmed to function
as dedicated pieces of computational hardware. Each
F-engine and X-engine mentioned above is implemented
by one FPGA. The FPGAs we use are seated on custom
6hardware boards developed by CASPER group at Berke-
ley [25]. We also use the software tool flow developed by
CASPER to design our digital system.
2. CASPER Hardware
The digital hardware platform of MITEoR has been
designed by the CASPER group at Berkeley. This
group is dedicated to building open-source programmable
hardware specifically for applications in astronomy. We
currently use two of their newer devices, the ROACH
(Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hard-
ware) for our F-engines, and the ROACH 2 for our X-
engines. They contain Xilinx Virtex FPGAs which are
programmed and controlled by a PowerPC processor run-
ning a Linux kernel. They also feature a number of useful
peripheral connections such as 10Gb Ethernet links and
ports for connecting high performance ADCs [26].
The main benefit of using CASPER hardware is that
it eliminates a large part of the design process for radio
telescopes: namely, the amount of time it takes to de-
sign and build custom hardware. Also, along with their
hardware comes a large open-source library of FPGA pro-
gramming structures such as polyphase filter bank FIR
filters and fast Fourier transform blocks, which saves us
from having to re-invent the wheel, i.e., commonly used
signal processing structures [27].
III. MITEOR OBSERVATIONS
A. History
We first built an N = 12 array on the Kavli Institute
rooftop at MIT and then tested an N = 16 version at
the Green Bank National Radio Observatory in August
2009, using MWA antennas, off-the-shelf USRP-receivers
and software correlation. To improve bandwidth, cut
per-element cost and make the architecture scalable, we
then developed our own analog signal chain and switched
to the open-source CASPER FPGA hardware platform.
We finally completed our new hardware integration in
September 2010, and performed a successful suite of test
observations with an 8-antenna interferometer in The
Forks, Maine (population 35, cell phone reception 0, a
beautiful river valley 4.5 hours drive from MIT) which
our online research suggests may be the most radio quiet
area in all of the eastern United States.5
In 2012, we completed a major upgrade of the digital
system to fully correlate N = 16 dual polarization anten-
5 The Forks has also been successfully used to test the Edges ex-
periment [28], and we found the RFI spectrum to be significantly
cleaner than at the Green Bank National Radio Observatory at
the very low (100-200 MHz) frequency range that is our focus.
nas, and had our 4th deployment in The Forks in May
2012. With the experience of this successful deployment,
we further upgraded our digital system to accommodate
N = 64 dual polarization antennas, which led to our lat-
est deployment in July 2013 described in the following
subsection.
FIG. 7: Part of the MITEoR array from our most recent de-
ployment, with some of us attempting to spell “Omniscope.”
in the foreground. The laser-ranging total station can be seen
in the rear right.
B. Latest deployment
On July 20th 2013, a crew of 11 of us drove from MIT
to The Forks, Maine with the entire MITEoR experi-
ment packed into a 17 foot U-haul truck. We started
unpacking, assembling and deploying in the afternoon,
and the whole 64 antenna system was up and running
after two days. A skeleton crew of 3 members stayed on
site for monitoring and maintenance for the following two
weeks, during which we collected more than 300 hours of
data. On August 4th, a demolition crew of 5 members
disassembled and packed up MITEoR in 6 hours and con-
cluded the successful deployment.
During the roughly 300 hours, we scanned through a
frequency range of 123.5 MHz-179.5 MHz, with at least
24 consecutive hours at each frequency. We used two dif-
ferent array layouts for most of the frequencies we cov-
ered. We began with the antennas arranged in a regular
8 by 8 grid, with 3 meter spacing between neighboring
antennas, and reconfigured to an 8 by 8 regular grid with
1.5 meter spacing for a more compact layout (which pro-
vides better signal-to-noise ratio on the 21 cm signal).
We measured and aligned the antenna positions using a
laser-ranging total station. As can be seen in Figure 7,
strips of conducting ground screen were rolled out be-
neath the antennas to block thermal emission from the
ground and to ensure that the primary beams are iden-
tical as possible for all antennas.
The total volume of binary data collected was 3.9TB,
and we are currently hard at work analyzing this data.
7IV. DATA CALIBRATION
The key focus of MITEoR is precision calibration,
because this is a prerequisite for successful use of the
the spatial FFT algorithm. In this section we describe
the calibration scheme that we have designed and im-
plemented. The first step fixes the relative calibration
between antennas, utilizing both per-baseline algorithms
and our redundant-baseline calibration [22]. The second
step builds on the resulting calibration solution to con-
strain the absolute calibration, which involves both fixing
the signal amplitudes to an astronomical flux scale and
breaking a degeneracy in the orientation of the array.
A. Relative calibration
The goal of relative calibration is to calibrate out dif-
ferences among antenna elements caused by non-identical
analog components, such as variations in amplifier gains
and cable lengths, which may be functions of time.
We parametrize our calibration solution as a time- and
frequency-dependent complex gain gi per antenna. Cal-
ibrating our interferometer amounts to solving for the
coefficients gi and undoing their effects on our data.
Suppose the ith antenna measures a signal si at a given
instant. This signal can be written in terms of a com-
plex gain factor gi, the antenna’s instrumental noise con-
tribution ni, and the true sky signal xi that would be
measured in the limit of perfect gain and no noise:
si = gixi + ni. (1)
Each baseline measures the correlation between the two
signals from the two participating antennas:
cij ≡ 〈s∗i sj〉
= g∗i gj〈x∗i xj〉+ 〈n∗inj〉+ g∗i 〈x∗inj〉+ gj〈n∗i xj〉
= g∗i gj〈x∗i xj〉+ nresij ≡ g∗i gjyi−j + nresij (2)
where we have denoted the true correlation 〈x∗i xj〉 by
yi−j , and the angled brackets 〈. . . 〉 denote time averages.
As a first step in our scheme for the relative calibra-
tion, we make crude estimates of the quantity g∗i gj by
assuming knowledge of yi−j . We do so by simulating yi−j
using the Global Sky Model presented in [10]. Since the
Global Sky Model is not a perfect model of the real sky,
the gis we obtain with this method may not represent
the best calibration solution. Nevertheless, they provide
a sufficiently good starting point for our next step.
The second step of our relative calibration is known as
redundant baseline calibration. In a maximally redun-
dant array such as the MITEoR, the number of unique
baselines is much less than the total number of baselines.
Therefore, we can treat all the yi−js as unknowns in ad-
dition to the gis, and the system of equations (2) is still
overdetermined, enabling us to find best fits for the yi−js
and the gis. Our current redundant calibration algorithm
(the “log calibration” algorithm of [22]) requires a close
first guess to the gis to break phase-wrapping degenera-
cies, hence the need to perform the aforementioned first
step prior to this.
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FIG. 8: Calibrated phase measurements of a single ORB-
COMM satellite as a function of time observed by a pair of
antennas. In black are the calibrated measurements, and in
green is a theoretical prediction.
B. Absolute calibration
The absolute calibration of the instrument involves two
separate aspects. One is to find the overall gain of all
antennas over frequency and time, and the other to cal-
ibrate the overall orientation of the array. The former
is equivalent to fixing our signal amplitudes to an astro-
nomical flux scale, which can be dealt with by comparing
our data to published astronomical catalogs (see [29] for
example). As this is not a problem unique to calibrating
massively redundant arrays, we defer a description of this
process to future papers. Here, we focus on the second
problem, which occurs whenever one employs calibration
schemes that rely solely on baseline redundancy. Since
such algorithms use only the internal consistency of an
interferometric system to solve for calibration solutions,
they are invariant under a tilting of the entire array. Ex-
ternal data must therefore be used to fix the orientation
of the array.
To solve this problem for MITEoR, we make use of
the ORBCOMM satellites, which emit strongly (typically
100 times stronger than the brightest celestial sources)
at a few specific frequencies in our frequency band. Be-
cause of this brightness, plus the fact that their quickly-
varying sky positions are available in publicly-accessible
archives, ORBCOMM satellites are perfect calibrators
for constraining the tilt of our array. With the 8-bit de-
sign of the correlator described in Section II C, MITEoR
is able to calibrate off ORBCOMM satellites in an in situ
fashion, making calibration measurements and astronom-
ical observations simultaneously.
In Figure 8 we show the calibrated phase measurement
of a single ORBCOMM satellite (which depends on its
angular position) as a function of time, after applying our
redundant-baseline calibration algorithm. A theoretical
prediction for the expected signal is plotted in light green,
8and one sees that the post-calibration data is in excellent
agreement with theory. Using this satellite signal, we can
determine our array orientation in all three directions to
much better than one degree, which is more than suf-
ficient for our needs given the interferometer’s angular
resolution.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have described the MITEoR experiment, a
pathfinder “omniscope” radio interferometer with 64
dual-polarization antennas in a highly redundant con-
figuration. Although the data analysis from our summer
2013 deployment has only just begun, it is clear that
the massively redundant baseline calibration is work-
ing exquisitely. This bodes well for future attempts to
perform such calibration in real-time instead in post-
processing, thus clearing the way for FFT correlation
that will cut the cost of correlating N antennas from
scaling as N2 to scaling as N logN . It also suggests that
the extreme calibration precision required to reap the full
potential of 21 cm cosmology is within reach.
The omniscope architecture that MITEoR successfully
demonstrates is now being incorporated into the much
more ambitious Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array
(HERA), a broad-based collaboration among US radio
astronomers from the PAPER, MWA and MITEoR ex-
periments. HERA plans to deploy about 600 14-meter
dishes in a close-packed hexagonal array in South Africa,
giving a collecting area around 0.1 square kilometers, vir-
tually guaranteeing not only a solid detection of the elu-
sive cosmological 21 signal but also interesting new clues
about our cosmos.
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